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By now most of us have seen the season one finale of CW's "The Flash".  The one where Harrison
Wells/Eobard Thawne convinces Barry to travel back in time to save Nora Allen and send him back
to his own time, only to be double-crossed by Barry doing the right thing. No?  Then stop reading if
you don't want any SPOILERS.  Also.. I'm ranting here..

While I thought this was a great episode and a hell of a cliff-hanger... leaving us at the end of the
episode with The Flash in the midst of battling a black hole forming over the city (the major downside
apparently to the Flash colliding with a hydrogen atom),  I was left scratching my head.  I kept
thinking "Did the writers not think of the theories of time travel when they wrote this? What about
"The Butterfly Effect"?

Sure, Barry didn't stop The Reverse Flash from killing Nora Allen, mainly because the "past" Flash
gave "present" Flash the hand gesture that said "No. Don't. The results will be bad", and instead got
a brief moment with his mother before she dies, then charges back through the wormhole he created
(after Jay Garrick's helmet comes through  f.y.i. Doctor Who did it first.. Fezzes are COOL) to destroy
Eobard's Time Sphere.  BUT things still should have changed.

During a fight between Reverse Flash and Flash, Eobard gets the upperhand and is about to do the
ol' "my hand is a vibrating dagger of heart crushing death" on Barry when..who saves the day? Eddie
Thawne.  Dude shoots himself in the chest, giving the ultimate sacrifice in hopes of saving Barry, Iris,
the STAR Labs team, Joe, and the rest of the city by.........ERASING Eobard from existence.

Now here's where I get confused.  By Eobard (a future decendant of Eddie Thawne) being erased
from existence shouldn't A WHOLE LOT OF CRAP HAVE CHANGED? Wouldn't the below events
have been different? 

-Nora Allen's death (wouldn't have been murdered by Reverse Flash) and Henry Allen wouldn't have
been convicted of it.

-Barry wouldn't have had to live with Joe and Iris.

-Barry wouldn't have had the driving force to solve his mother's murder.

-Barry likely would not have met Oliver Queen, Ray Palmer, Felicity Smoak 

  nor any of the Arrow's other associates.

- The REAL Harrison Wells and wife would've NOT been in that fatal wreck and would have went on
to establish STAR Labs together.
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-There would NOT be a psychic gorilla wandering around the sewers of Central City.

- So many Metahumans INCLUDING The Flash and Firestorm, would not have come into existence
due to the Particle Accelerator explosion.

BASICALLY, in a nutshell NOTHING Eobard Thawne had done within the timeline that includes him
killing Nora Allen would have happened, because with one self-sacrifice  Eobard never existed.  ALL
BECAUSE OF EDDIE.

So how is it at the end of the episode, Eobard is gone, Barry is STILL the Flash and EVERYBODY
still knows each other? 
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